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		Artists and writers have always been drawn to flowers, as sources of inspiration, for simple enjoyment, and flowers themselves have been the muses for many of our greatest and most memorable works of art.

		 

		This volume brings together the best flower poetry and prose from a broad range of writers, from Shakespeare and Milton, to Reginald Farrer and Edward Augustus Bowles, to

		twentieth-century poets such as Marianne Moore and Theodore Roethke. Wild and garden flowers are here explored in all their moods and mysteries.

		 

		The poems and extracts are illustrated with botanical art from the Royal Horticultural Society’s Lindley Library, acknowledged as the world’s finest horticultural library.

		 

		Addison • Betjeman • Bowles • Bradley and Cooper • Burns •

		Burroughs • Capek • Carroll • Clare • Colette • Crabbe •

		Ellacombe • Farrer • Fish • Gerard • Gilbert • Hanmer •

		Hardy • Hopkins • Housman • Hudson • Hunt • Jekyll •

		Johnson • Lawrence • Longfellow • Marvell • Milton •

		Mitchell • Moore • Parkinson • Pitter • Plunkett • Ridler •

		Roethke • Rohde • Rossetti • Sackville West • Seward •

		Shakespeare • Silkin • Sitwell • Stevenson • Swinburne •

		Thomas • Williams • Williamson • Wither • Wordsworth
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Designing Highly Useable SoftwareSybex, 2004
It’s not easy to build, but as this book demonstrates, it’s well worth the effort. Highly useable software is highly successful software—and everyone wins.

Inside, an accomplished programmer who has made usability his business systematically explores the world of programming showing you how every aspect of the work is...
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Building a BeagleBone Black Super ClusterPackt Publishing, 2014

	Build and configure your own parallel computing Beowulf cluster using BeagleBone Black ARM systems


	About This Book

	
		Configure your own cluster for high speed parallel computing
	
		Benefit from your personally configured super computer which is a power efficient, low-cost, and highly scalable...
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The Non-Designer's Photoshop BookPeachpit Press, 2011

	Many designers and photographers own the...
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iPhone Open Application Development: Write Native Applications Using the Open Source Tool ChainO'Reilly, 2008

	
		"Great for beginners -- even if you don't know object-oriented programming, you can learn from examples on the 'Net and be on your way very soon. You will be able to confidently build apps that rival the ones included by Apple itself."-- Josh Content, iPhone Developer

		

		Developers everywhere are...
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Spring Persistence with HibernatePackt Publishing, 2009

	Spring is the leading platform to build and run enterprise Java applications. Spring's Hibernate integration makes it easy to mix and match persistence methodologies simplifying your Hibernate applications. You can incorporate lots of Inversion of Control (IoC) convenience features to address many typical Hibernate integration issues,...
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Advanced Magnetic NanostructuresSpringer, 2005
Advanced magnetic nanostructures is an emerging field in magnetism and nanotechnology, but the literature consists of a rich variety of original papers and parts of reviews and books whose scope is comparatively broad. This calls for a book with specific emphasis on state-of-the-art synthetic methods for fabricating, characterizing and...
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